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PLATE 1: Photograph of asymmetric, rootless folds, defined by cream colored
polycrystalline quartz.
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PLATE 2: Northern fault zone along Taylor Highway (highway is oriented north-south);
Gouge has washed down over much of this exposure.
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PLATE 3: Northern fault zone; Block of silicified metamorphic rock in matrix of
unconsolidated fault gouge.
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PLATE 4: Northern fault zone; Fault zone containing unconsolidated fault gouge.
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PLATE 5: Fold of both massive biotite quartzite and highly fractured, unconsolidated,
fault gouge.
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PLATE 6: Central fault zone: Fault separates two slices of quartz-biotite gneiss.

PLATE 7: Central fault zone: Fault plane parallel to sub-parallel to foliation at base of
outcrop.
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PLATE 8: Central fault zone: Large bend fold associated with fault.
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PLATE 9: Southern fault zone: Large tan-white marble block in a highly foliated
(fractured), poorly consolidated fault gouge.
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PLATE 10: Photomicrograph of sample 82AFr4033.
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PLATE 11: Photomicrograph of sample 82AFr 4039 (amphibolite).
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PLATE 12: Photomicrograph of sample 82AFr 4041 (greenstone).
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PLATE 13: Photomicrograph of sample 82AFr 4034 (amphibolite).
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PLATE 14: Photomicrograph of sample 83AFr 4072 (amphibolite).
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PLATE 15: Photomicrograph of sample 83AFr 4087A (amphibolite).
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PLATE 16: Photomicrograph of sample 83AFr 4087B (actinolite + biotite schist).
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PLATE 17: Photomicrograph of sample 83AFr 4045 (aplite dike).
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PLATE 18: Two photographs of asymmetric augen shaped block of greenstone in
cleaved greenstone matrix.

